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Abstract. This paper proposes a mathematical model for a 7-links an-
thropomorphic biped - composed with two identical legs, two feet and
one trunk - with an orthosis attached to both thigh and calf, during walk-
ing. We consider a cyclic walking gait in the sagittal plane. In the first
part, we obtain trajectories of the motion for different walking speeds. It
confirmed the fact that much more torque is recquired in the stance leg
than in the swing leg. The second part analyses the impact of an ortho-
sis, which fully assists the knee over the walking. Simulations point out
the fact that valid joints have to compensate the weight of the orthotic
system and show the interest to assist the knee of the stance leg.

Keywords: biped, walking optimisation, orthosis, assistance.

1 Introduction

Exoskeletons appeared in the 1980s, for military applications [5]. Nowadays, we
can see them in industry environment or medical field. They allow an operator
to assist him in his motions or augment his strength. Active orthosis - simplified
exeskeletons assisting in general one joint - have been developped in medical en-
vironment. They can be used for reducing chronic strains, compensating muscle
impairments in case of rehabilitation or helping elderly people during walking.
RobotKnee, a knee brace coupled with a linear actuator attached to both calf
and thigh, provides a torque calculated from the measure of the vertical ground
reaction force [9]. The orthosis EICoSI uses electromyograms to estimate the
trajectory [7]. In [10], authors described a quasi-passive orthosis using spring
assistance of the knee during contact with the ground, which is detected by an
instrumented shoe.
Each assistance system has its own design, with its geometrical and mechanical
properties. These features have an impact over walking and over the operator. A
state of the art over lower limb exoskeletons [6] points out the fact that wearing
walking assist devices has an influence over the metabolic cost, for instance the
mean oxygen consumption. Then, to estimate the impacts of an orthosis over
walking gait before designing the system is important.
Several studies using simulation and walking optimisation have already been
done. For instance, [1] studied the better way to actuate a wearable walking as-
sist device. In [11], walking gait optimisation is made over a 3D biped model. At
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Foot Calf Thigh Trunk (with
Head and Arms)

Segment Weight (kg) mf = 1.09 mc = 3.49 mt = 7.5 mT = 50.9
Segment Length (m) Lp = 0.06 Lc = 0.44 Lt = 0.44 LT = 0.85

Ld = 0.21
Hf = 0.07

Inertia (kg.m2) If = 0.02 Ic = 0.17 It = 0.36 IT = 8.95
Center of mass (m) spx = 0.07 sc = 0.19 st = 0.19 sT = 0.32

spy = 0.035

Table 1. Anthropomorphic parameters of the human body.

last, [2] showed theoretically the feasibility and efficiency of a passive exoskele-
ton for human carrying a load.
Nevertheless, walking gait optimisation has never been done for assessing the
cost of wearing an orthosis. We propose to integrate several properties of the
orthosis in order to measure its impact over the human body during walking. As
we simply want to highlight the advantages and drawbacks of wearing a knee or-
thosis, the study is carried out with a 2D planar model. The step of the walking
is defined in the sagittal plane by a single support phase followed by an impact
of the swing foot with the ground. Then, the dynamic model is completed with
an orthosis either on the left or right knee. In both cases, the torque costs with
and without orthosis are compared to carry out the same walking.

2 Modelisation of the biped without assistive device

In this part, we propose a dynamic model for the planed biped during walking.

2.1 Anthropomorphic parameters of the biped

The model used to simulate a step is illustrated Figure 1. This model is composed
of one trunk, two legs - each one is composed with both a thigh and calf - and two
feet. Model parameters of each link, such as inertia, mass, length and position
of the center of mass, are chosen by using Winter’s anthropomorphic data (see
Table 1) [12].

2.2 Dynamic model

Considering the left foot flat on the ground (the left foot forms a complete joint
with the ground), that is to say for any time qp

1
= 0 (see Figure 1), and taking

the origin of the reference frame at the left ankle, the created dynamic model of
the seven-link biped is:

D(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇)q̇+G(q) = BΓ+ J⊤F (1)
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Fig. 1. Modelisation of the planed biped. a) Parameterisation of the biped. Note that
angles are positive in counterclockwise. b) Length segments and position of the centers
of mass.

where D is the 6× 6 inertia matrix, C is the 6× 6 matrix representing Coriolis

effects andG is the 6×1 gravity matrix. The 6×1 vector q =
(

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 qp
2

)⊤

contains joint angles represented in Figure 1 and Γ =
(

Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 Γ6

)⊤
is

the 6× 1 torque vector.
B is a constant matrix, composed of zeros and units, to take into account of the
torques on the joints. J, a Jacobian matrix obtained with virtual works, can be
obtained by using conditions of flat contact of the stance foot 1 with the ground.

2.3 Geometric and kinematic conditions

The walking gait studied here is cyclic. Thus the walking gait can be defined by
designing over one step only. This step is defined by a phase of single support
and an impact with the ground. The impact model is the same used in [3].
We assume that trajectories describing the motion are defined by polynomial
functions of fourth order, depending on time. Consequently, for each joint, the
trajectory can be determined with five geometric or kinematic conditions. We
use initial and final positions (respectively q0 and qf), initial and final velocities
(respectively q̇0 and q̇f) and the position at mid-cycle qint. Thanks to the cyclic
conditions, we link the final conditions to the initial conditions in position and
velocity (see Figure 2). Moreover, at initial and final positions, characterised by
both feet flat on the ground, the configuration of the legs are totally determined
by the configuration of the hip (xh, yh) and the step length d. Thus, the entire
cyclic gait can be described with these parameters:

(xhf
, yhf

, d, q3f , q̇f,qint) (2)

The design of the walking gait is made under the constraints: no take off and no
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Fig. 2. A step of the biped and conditions of cyclicality.

sliding of the stance foot during the single support, the center of pressure must
be inside the sole surface of the foot on the ground, and limits in magnitude of
the joint torques and joint velocities.

3 Optimal trajectories of the planed biped

3.1 Optimisation

The cost function used for optimisation is the sthenic criterion [4]: the optimal
trajectories minimise joint torques produced by the human body. From a data
set of (2), positions, velocities and acceleration designing the walking cycle are
determined (see Section 2.3). With the dynamic model (1) of the biped, joints
torques then the sthenic criterion can be determined.
The optimisation is done by a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method
(quasi-Newton method [8] implemented in the Matlab function fmincon).
For different walking speeds (from 0.2 to 1.4 m.s−1, by increment of 0.1), we
optimise the vector (xhf

, yhf
, d, q3f

, q̇f ,qint). The cost and the step length d ob-
tained by optimisation are given in Figure 3. Because this optimisation algorithm
is very sensitive to initial conditions, we use the set of optimised parameters ob-
tained at walking speed v− 0.1 as the initial set of parameters for walking speed
v. It corresponds to blue circle in Figure 3.
A second series of optimisation is done with the same principle except we up-
date walking speed with decrement of 0.1 m.s−1 (plus orange symbol in Figure
3). At last, for each walking speed, we optimise once more by using, as initial
conditions, the set of optimised parameters obtained in the second series of opti-
misation (cross violet symbol). We notice that both cost and step length increase
with walking speed. This feature is consistent with our natural walking gait.
The results of the last series of optimisation will be used in the next section.
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Fig. 3. Cost and step length for different walking steps.

Calf Thigh

Segment Weight (kg) mcorth = 1.0 mtorth = 1.0
Inertia (kg.m2) Icorth = 0.0367 Itorth = 0.0626

Table 2. Features of the orthosis.

4 Presentation of the orthosis

We add an orthosis to the biped model (see Figure 4). It is modeled by one
additional mass with inertia to both calf and thigh. Its features are given in
Table 2. Fot the sake of simplicity, we assume that the center of mass position
of both calf and thigh are not affected by the orthosis.

We assume that the orthosis is placed on the left knee (knee of the support
leg). Dynamic model of (1) changed for:

D̃(q)q̈ + C̃(q, q̇)q̇+ G̃(q) = BhumΓhum +BorthΓorth + J⊤F (3)

q2

q4

Γorth,2

Γorth,4

Fig. 4. Modelisation of the planed biped with orthosis. Because we want to study the
effect of an orthosis on the whole walking cycle, its position can change (dotted circle).
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Fig. 5. Cost spent by the biped without orthosis and cost spent by the biped with
orthosis (in case of orthosis positioned on the knee of the stance leg). For each walking
speed, left bar corresponds to the biped with orthosis and right bar to the biped without
orthosis. Note that: (a) Cost of the stance leg, (b) Cost of the swing leg.

where Bhum = B (see eq. 1) and Borth =
(

−1 1 0 0 0 0
)⊤

.

4.1 Influence of the orthosis over the joint torques

In the previous section, we have calculated walking trajectories for different
walking speeds in accordance with the cost function J . Now, we will use these
optimal trajectories and suppose that the orthosis fully assists the knee. This
situation allows us to evaluate the maximum benefit of the orthosis. In order to
understand the effect of the orthosis over the whole step we are considering two
cases:

– Orthosis positioned on the knee of the stance leg (Figure 5). Here, only the
left knee and ankle are supporting the weight of the orthosis. Consequently,
the cost of the biped ankle is higher with assistance than without.

– Orthosis positioned on the knee of the swing leg (Figure 6). In that case,
all the joints - except ankle of the swing leg - feel the weight of the ortho-
sis. Compared to the other case, the orthosis needs to produce less torque
whereas the other joints have to produce more torque in order to compensate
the assistance’s weight. That is why the cost of the biped with orthosis is
higher than the cost of the biped without.
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Fig. 6. Cost spent by biped without orthosis and cost spent by biped with orthosis
(in case of orthosis positioned on the knee of the swing leg). For each walking speed,
left bar corresponds to the biped with assistance and right bar to the biped without
assistance.

5 Conclusion

This paper has compared the walking torque cost of a seven-links biped with
and without orthosis for the same walking gait. Firstly, simulations confirmed
that, in a single support phase, the addition of an orthosis increases the total
torque cost during the walk. Then, they showed that it is much more interesting
to assist the knee when the latter is a part of the stance leg. For instance, at
walking speed 0.7 m.s−1, when the knee is fully assisted, the orthosis contributes
to nearly 37 % of the total torque cost of the walking step if the latter belongs
to the stance leg, against 8 % if it belongs to the swing leg. Finally, it has
been shown that, when the orthosis is part of the leg touching the ground, the
biped reduces its total torque cost. Nevertheless, when the orthosis is part of the
swing leg, the biped increases its total torque cost because it has to support the
orthosis’s weight.
The obtained results are based on a simple planar model of the human, who is
equipped with an orthosis. For the study of a walk, a 2D model can give a general
trend, which is not generally contradicted by the use of a more complex 3D
model, even if the provided information is richer. And the weight of the orthosis
is a handicap, which can be well taken into account with a planar motion. This
numerical study has to be extended with an experimental data with a orthosis
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prototype. Furthermore, from this study, a possible extension is to know how
to assist the knee in optimal manner by taking into account the motorisation’s
constraints.
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